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1 2 1 2x x x U + = (4)
2   Whereas f¢ is termed the derivative function, the original function, f, is sometimes referred to as the 
primitive function.
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and the budget constraint given by
60 2 4 2 1 = + x x (5)
The first step in employing the method of Lagrange multipliers is to write down what 
is termed the Lagrangian function:
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Source: Dantzig (1963), NZIER.
In keeping with the style of the previous section, we can state this problem 
algebraically as follows:
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Figure 2  GAMS code for Dantzig’s transportation problem
1   Sets
2     i     canning plants  / seattle,  san-diego /
3     j     markets         / new-york, chicago, topeka /;
4
5   Parameters
6     s(i)  capacity of plant i in cases
7            /seattle     350
8             san-diego   600 /
9
10    d(j)  demand at market j in cases
11            /new-york    325
12             chicago     300
13             topeka      275 /;
14
15   Table dist(i,j)  distance in thousands of miles
16                   new-york       chicago      topeka
17     seattle          2.5           1.7          1.8
18     san-diego        2.5           1.8          1.4 ;
19
20   Scalar f  freight in dollars per case per thousand miles  /90/;
21
22   Parameter c(i,j)  transport cost in thousands of dollars per case;
23   c(i,j) = f * dist(i,j)/1000;
24
25   Variables
26     x(i,j)  shipment quantities in cases
27     z       total transportation costs in thousands of dollars ;
28
29   Positive Variable x;
30
31   Equations
32     cost        define objective function
33     supply(i)   observe supply limit at plant i
34     demand(j)   satisfy demand at market j ;
35
36   cost..        z =e= sum((i,j), c(i,j)*x(i,j));
37
38   supply(i)..   sum(j, x(i,j)) =l= s(i);
39
40   demand(j)..   sum(i, x(i,j)) =g= d(j);
41
42   Model transport /all/;
43
44   Solve transport using lp minimizing z;













































































































































i ij " ³ + ^ £            0 (12)
We can combine (9), (10), and (12) into a single problem:
j , i p c p x
j d x p
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Figure 3  GAMS code for a linear complementarity problem
1   Sets
2     i     canning plants  / seattle,  san-diego /
3     j     markets         / new-york, chicago, topeka /;
4
5   Parameters
6     s(i)  capacity of plant i in cases
7            /seattle     350
8             san-diego   600 /
9
10    d(j)  demand at market j in cases
11            /new-york    325
12             chicago     300
13             topeka      275 /;
14
15   Table dist(i,j)  distance in thousands of miles
16                   new-york       chicago      topeka
17     seattle          2.5           1.7          1.8
18     san-diego        2.5           1.8          1.4 ;
19
20   Scalar f  freight in dollars per case per thousand miles  /90/;
21
22   Parameter c(i,j)  transport cost in thousands of dollars per case;
23   c(i,j) = f * dist(i,j)/1000;
24
25   Positive Variables
26     x(i,j)      shipment quantities in cases
27  p_supply(i) shadow price at market i
28  p_demand(j) shadow price at market j ;
29
30   Equations
31     supply(i)     observe supply limit at plant i
32     demand(j)     satisfy demand at market j
33     zprofit(i,j)  zero profit condition ;
34
35   supply(i)..     s(i) =g= sum(j, x(i,j));
36
37   demand(j)..     sum(i, x(i,j)) =g= d(j);
38 
39  zprofit(i,j)..  p_supply(i) + c(i,j) =g= p_demand(j);
40 
41   Model transport /zprofit.x, supply.p_supply, demand.p_demand/;
42
43   Solve transport using mcp;
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Figure 4  GAMS code for a nonlinear complementarity problem
*    Lines 1 through 13 the same as in Figure 3.
14
15    eta(i)   price elasticity of supply
16            /seattle    1.0
17             san-diego  1.0 /
18
19    sigma(j) price elasticity of demand
20            /new-york   1.5
21             chicago    1.2
22             topeka     2.0 /;
23
24  Table dist(i,j)  distance in thousands of miles
25                  new-york       chicago      topeka
26    seattle          2.5           1.7          1.8
27    san-diego        2.5           1.8          1.4  ;
28
29  Scalar f   freight in dollars per case per thousand miles  /90/;
30
31  Parameters
32    c(i,j)   transport cost in thousands of dollars per case
33    alpha(i) supply function share coefficient
34    beta(j)  demand function share coefficient
35    pbar(j)  reference price at demand city j (suppy price = 1)
36            /new-york  1.225
37             chicago   1.153
38             topeka    1.126 /;
39
40  c(i,j) = f * dist(i,j)/1000 ;
41
42  alpha(i) = s(i);
43
44  beta(j) = d(j)*pbar(j)**sigma(j);
45
46  Positive variables
47    x(i,j)       shipment quantities in cases
48    p_supply(i)  shadow price at supply market i
49    p_demand(j)  shadow price at demand market j ;
50
51  Equations
52    supply(i)    supply limit at plant i
53    demand(j)    demand constraint at market j
54    zprofit(i,j) zero profit conditions   ;
55
56  supply(i)..   alpha(i)*p_supply(i)**eta(i) =g= sum(j, x(i,j));
57
58  demand(j)..   sum(i, x(i,j)) =g= beta(j)*p_demand(j)**(-sigma(j));
59
60  zprofit(i,j).. p_supply(i) + c(i,j) =g= p_demand(j);
61
62  Model transport /zprofit.x, supply.p_supply, demand.p_demand/;
63
64  p_demand.l(j) = pbar(j);
65


























































Figure 5  A simple TRQ
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before they are negotiated. In the next section we discuss a modelling framework that 
is able to shed some light on these questions.











Figure 6  GAMS code for an MCP with TRQs
1    SETS
2      i   regions                      /r1,  r2,  r3 /
3      ql  quota levels (break points)  /ql1, ql2, ql3 /;
4
5    ALIAS (i,j);
6
7    PARAMETERS
8      s0(i)          reference supply quantity in region i
9      d0(j)          reference demand quantity in region j
10     x0(i,j)        reference biltaeral trade quantity
11     eta(i)         price elasticity of supply
12     sigma(j)       price elasticity of demand
13     qlvl(i,j,ql)   bilateral quota levels
14     t(i,j,ql)      bilateral tariff rates ;
15
16   ... Read in data here ...
17
18   POSITIVE VARIABLES
19     X(i,j,ql)       shipment of product from region i to region j
20     P(i)            regional price
21     QR(i,j,ql)      quota rent (price per unit)  ;
22
23   EQUATIONS
24     ZPROFIT(i,j,ql)  zero profit conditions
25     MARKET(i)        domestic market clearing constraint
26     QUOTA(i,j,ql)    limits on shipments by tariff class ;
27
28   market(i)..
29     s0(i)*P(i)**eta(i) + sum((j,ql), X(j,i,ql)) =e=
30     d0(i)*P(i)**(-sigma(i)) + sum((j,ql), X(i,j,ql));
31
32   zprofit(i,j,ql)$(NOT sameas(i,j))..
33     P(i)*(1 + QR(i,j,ql) + t(i,j,ql)) =g= P(j);
34
35   quota(i,j,ql)$(NOT sameas(i,j)).. qlvl(i,j,ql) =g= X(i,j,ql);
36
37   MODEL trq /market.p, zprofit.x, quota.qr /;
38
39   p.l(i) = 1;
40
41   SOLVE trq using mcp;
Source: NZIER
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